Long-slit high-resolution spectra have revealed that Ganymede has an atmospheric sodium column density, between a distance of 7800 and 15600 km from the satellite surface, of less than 1 10 8 atoms cm ?2 , a factor of 13 times smaller than the sodium density in the atmosphere of Europa at the same distance. Assuming similar processes creating sodium on both Europa and Ganymede, we estimate that the source rate for sodium production on Ganymede should be within a factor of 2 of that on Europa. Two possibilities for the lack of detectable sodium around Ganymede are that Ganymede's surface is depleted in native sodium compared to Europa's or that Ganymede has a magnetic eld capable of standing o impacting energetic particles.
Introduction
The recent discovery of an extended sodium atmosphere around Europa (Brown and Hill 1996, hereafter BH96) suggests the possibility of similar atmospheres surrounding Ganymede and Callisto. Europa's sodium atmosphere is hypothesized to come from either sputtering of magnetospherically implanted sodium ions or from sputtering of sodium native to the surface ices of Europa. Similar processes at the other Galilean satellites should create similar sputtered atmospheres. If present, the density and extent of any such atmosphere would constrain the processes creating atmospheres on all of the Galilean satellites and would help advance our understanding of the complex interaction between the satellites and the Jovian magnetosphere.
We present here the results of a search for a sodium atmosphere around Ganymede using the same instrument and techniques as those used in the discovery of the sodium atmosphere around Europa. Ganymede is found to have less sodium than would be expected from simple source rate scaling from Europa's atmosphere. We discuss possible reasons for this lack of detectable sodium.
Observations and results
Observations of Ganymede were obtained on 4 June 1995 using the LPL echelle spectrograph (Hunten et al. 1991 ) on the 61-inch telescope at the Catalina Station on Mt. Bigelow. We obtained 7 20-minute high-resolution (FWHM 0.21 A) long-slit spectra spatially centered on Ganymede and covering the wavelengths between 5883 and 5904 A, which include the sodium D 1 and D 2 lines at 5895.92 and 5889.95 A, respectively. Table 1 gives a complete log of the observations. The data acquisition, reduction, and calibration were identical to those performed for the Europa observations, described in BH96.
After aligning and adding all seven spectra and removing the spatially uniform sodium emission lines caused by sodium in the earth's atmosphere, no obvious emission is detected at the wavelengths expected for sodium dopplershifted to Ganymede's velocity (+9 km s ?1 ). To search for low intensity emission, we extracted and summed the spectra of all emission between 7800 and 15600 km from Ganymede (3 to 6 Ganymede radii), shown in Figure 1a . This distance was chosen as a compromise between distances closer, where scattered light from the satellite increases, and distances further, where less sodium emission is expected. Even at the chosen distances, scattered light dominates. We remove this scattered light signal by subtracting a scaled spectrum of the center of Ganymede's disk. The residual spectrum is shown in Figure 1b . No sodium emission appears.
From Figure 1b , we calculate a 1 noise level of 32 R pixel ?1 , which, over the approximately 3 pixel extent of an emission line, corresponds to a a 3 upper limit for the amount of sodium emission from 7800 to 15600 km of 17 R (1R = 1=4 10 6 photons cm ?2 sec ?1 sterad ?1 ). For Ganymede's heliocentric velocity of 9 km s ?1 , this intensity limit implies an upper limit for the sodium column density of 1 10 8 cm ?2 (Brown and Yung 1976) . Over the same distance range, Europa's average sodium column density is measured to be 1:3 10 9 cm ?2 (BH96); Ganymede has a factor of 13 or greater less sodium over this range.
Expected atmospheric abundances
To understand the implications of the observed upper limit, we now calculate the sodium abundance in Ganymede's atmosphere that we would expect for various source mechanisms. The source rate expected for magnetospheric implantation and sputter removal can be calculated knowing the sodium impact rate on the surface of Ganymede. The equatorial magnetospheric ion density at Ganymede's orbital location is 10 cm ?3 , compared to 80 cm ?3 at Europa's orbital location (Bagenal 1994) , and the ion velocity at Ganymede is 180 km s ?1 compared to 100 km s ?1 at Europa (Hill 1980) . Thus, the ion ux bombarding the surface of Ganymede is 1:8 10 8 ions cm ?2 sec ?1 , for a total of 3:8 10 25 ions sec ?1 . The totals for Europa are 8 10 8 ions cm ?2 sec ?1 and 6:2 10 25 ions sec ?1 . Assuming a steady state atmosphere, the rate of implantation is equal to the rate of sputter removal, so the ratio of the number of sodium atoms sputtered from the surface of Europa to that of Ganymede should be 1.6. While the ion density at Ganymede is 8 times lower, the higher velocity of the ions and the larger target size of Ganymede makes the sodium source rate equal within a factor of 2.
A similar calculation can be made for Ganymede's sodium source rate assuming that the sodium is native to Ganymede's surface ices rather than magnetospherically implanted. Using the Johnson et al. (1983) estimated sputtering rates for Europa and Ganymede and assuming the same abundance of sodium on the surfaces of both satellites, we calculate an expected ratio of the source rate on Europa to that on Ganymede of 0.7. The greater expected source rate for Ganymede is caused by the almost 3 times larger surface area of this satellite.
To calculate the expected ratio of sodium from 7800 to 15600 km on the satellites, we have developed a Monte-Carlo model of sodium dynamics which takes into account the factor of 3 di erence in satellite masses. In the model, sodium atoms are followed from their launch at the satellite surface until they either dissociate by electron impact ionization or reimpact the surface. The sodium trajectories are determined using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme to integrate the equations of motion including the forces due to the gravitational attraction of the satellites and Jupiter and those due to photon pressure. In this simple model, no attempt is made to include details such as source or sink variability.
The precise atmospheric distribution of sodium depends on the velocity distribution of the ejected particles. However, from the model we nd that for any sputtered collisional cascade distribution, from low velocity cascades appropriate for sputtering from water ice (Reimann et al. 1984) to high velocity cascades appropriate for sputtering from mineral sources (Wiens et al. 1996) , the Europa/Ganymede sodium ratio from 7800 to 15600 km varies by no more than a factor of two. Thus we expect to have observed sodium around Ganymede at a level approximately comparable to that around Europa, rather than to have found an upper limit to Ganymede's sodium of 13 times less than Europa's.
For the magnetospheric implantation source this upper limit is 8 times lower than the expected sodium abundance, while for the native source, the limit is 19 times lower.
Implications
Although source rate estimates suggest we should have detected sodium around Ganymede, the observations nd at least an order of magnitude less sodium than anticipated. We present two possible explanations for the unexpectedly low abundance. First, the sodium observed around Europa could be due primarily to the sputtering of sodium native to the surface ices, and this native sodium could be enhanced by a factor of 19 or more compared to the surface ices of Ganymede. Such a situation could occur if, for example, Europa is continually resurfaced by water ows through surface cracks and the water comes from a relatively saline reservoir. The second possibility is that no implantation or sputtering takes place at Ganymede because Ganymede has a magnetosphere large enough to stand o the bombarding energetic particles. Such a possibility has been suggested after the recent y by of Ganymede by the Galileo spacecraft (Kivelson et al. 1996) , but recent observations of O 2 and O 3 (Noll et al. 1996) on the trailing side of Ganymede suggest that magnetospheric particles do reach the surface ices, so the possibility seems less likely. The spectrum between 3 and 6 Ganymede radii after subtraction of a scaled Ganymede spectrum. No emission is apparent at the expected position, marked by the dashed lines. We calculate a 3 upper limit to the sodium emission of 16 R or a column density of 9 10 7 atoms cm ?2 .
